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Foundation 
Level 1 

Is able to produce one clear 
sound on each of the four 
strings. 

Is able to play using both long 
and short bows. 

Understands the need for 
correct posture and the 
correct way of holding the 
bow. 

Is able to play and 
understand basic rhythm 
using minims and crotchets. 
Can perform patterns in 
imitation. 

Can perform simple tunes 
with minims and crotchets, 
using open strings, with piano 
accompaniment 

Foundation 
Level 2 

Is able to produce one clear 
sound on each of the four 
strings, demonstrating and 
understanding of bow 
control. 

Is able to play both legato 
and staccato. 

Is able to demonstrate the 
correct posture whilst being 
familiar with open strings 
and first finger notes. Has 
the ability to place their first 
finger on the fingerboard 
with constant accuracy. 

Is able to play a basic rhythm 
extending to semibreves and 
quavers. 

Can perform simple tunes 
with minims and crotchets, 
semibreves and quavers using 
open strings and 1st finger 
notes. 

Foundation 
Level 3 
(Grade 1 
approx.) 

Can produce a clear tone and 
be aware of dynamics. 

Is able to play legato notes 
(slurred notes 2 and 3 notes 
to a bow) at a variety of slow 
to medium tempos. 

Is able to demonstrate the 
correct posture and bow 
hold, making sure that the 
bow is always parallel with 
the bridge. Is able to play 
1st, 2nd and 3rd finger in 0-
1-23 position. Scales & 
Arpeggios: Vln - D, A, Em 
(nat) (1 oct) + G (2 oct); 
Vla/Vc - G, D, Am (nat) (1 
oct) + C (2 oct); Db - First 
position: Scales of C, D (6th) 
+ G, Am (nat) (1 oct) plus 
arpeggios of G, Am OR half 
position: Scales of C (6th) + 
F, Bb, Am (nat) (1 oct) plus 
arpeggios of F, Bb, Am (1 
oct). 

Is able to play basic rhythm 
patterns using note values 
from semibreves to 
semiquavers and equivalent 
rests. 

Can perform with piano or 
recorded accompaniment, 
demonstrating the above 
skills. 

Intermediate 
Level 1 

Can produce clear tone, 
introducing dynamics (forte 
and piano). 

Is familiar with a variety of 
bowing techniques¬ slurs, 2 
and 3 notes to a bow, 
staccato and legato. 

Is familiar with a variety of 
positions (0 -1-23), (0-12-3), 
(01-2-34) and has started 
using the 4th finger. 

Can perform a variety of 
rhythms patterns using note 
values from semibreves to 
semiquavers and equivalent 
rests. 

Can perform pieces that 
demonstrate the above skills. 
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Intermediate 
Level 2 
(Grade 2 
approx.) 

Can produce a clear tone and 
is able to play forte and 
piano. 

Is familiar with a variety of 
bowing techniques slurs, 
accents, staccato and legato. 

Has an accomplished and 
relaxed technique using all 
fingers on the fingerboard 
with constant accuracy. (0 -
1-23-4), (0-12-3-4), (01-2-
34). Scales & Arpeggios: Vln - 
C, F, Gm, Dm (1 oct)+ G, A, 
Bb (2 oct); Vla - F, Bb, Cm, 
Gm (1 oct) + C, D, Eb (2 oct); 
Vc - F, A, Bb, Gm, Dm (1 oct) 
+ C, G (arp 1 oct only) (2 
oct); Db - F, G, Bb, D (scale 
only), Am, Bm (1 oct). 

Can perform a variety of 
rhythm patterns using note 
values from semibreves to 
semiquavers and equivalent 
rests, including dotted 
rhythms. 

Can perform pieces 
demonstrating the above, 
with piano accompaniment. 

Intermediate 
Level 3 
(Grade 3 
approx.) 

Can produce a clear tone, 
and is able to play forte, 
piano, crescendo, and 
diminuendo. 

Is familiar with a variety of 
bowing techniques/slurs with 
2-4 notes to a bow, accents, 
staccato and legato. 

Has an accomplished and 
relaxed technique using all 
fingers on the fingerboard 
with constant accuracy. 
Scales & Arpeggios: Vln - Ab, 
Eb, E (1 oct) + Bb, D, Am, Dm 
(2 oct) + D chr (1 oct); Vla - 
Db, Ab, A (1 oct) + Eb, G, 
Dm, Gm (2 oct) + G chr (1 
oct); Vc - A, Cm, Am (1 oct) + 
D, F, G, Dm (2 oct) + D chr (1 
oct); Db - E, A, C, D, Em, 
Gm, Dm, A chr (1 oct). 

Is familiar with compound 
and simple time signatures 
along with associated 
rhythmic patterns. 

Can perform solo pieces of 
moderate standard using 
variations in and articulation. 
Has an awareness of pace, 
volume, rhythm, phrase. 

Advancing 
Level 1 
(Grade 4 
approx.) 

Possesses the ability to play 
with an even and clear tone, 
implementing a wider range 
of expression marks, along 
with varied bowing. 

Can demonstrate a variety of 
articulations (legato, 
staccato, spiccato). 

Has a moderately 
accomplished technique and 
displays familiarity with the 
following scales & arpeggios: 
Vln - Ab, B, C, E, Gm, Bm, 
Cm (2 oct) + C dom, D dom, 
A chr, E chr (1 oct); Vla - Db, 
E, F, A, Cm, Em, Fm (2 oct) + 
F dom, G dom, D chr, A chr; 
Vc - Eb, F, A, Bb, Cm, Dm, 
Gm (2 oct) + G dom, C dom, 
D chr, G chr (1 oct); Db - E, 
F, G, A, Em, Gm, Am (12th) + 

Can play a variety of 
rhythmic patterns without 
loss of clarity or tone. 

Can perform solo pieces of 
advancing standard 
demonstrating the above 
skills with variations in pace, 
volume, rhythm and 
articulation. Awareness of 
phrase. 
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A dom, Bb dom, G chr, B chr 
(1 oct). 

Advancing 
Level 2 
(Grade 5 
approx.) 

Can control the tone quality 
and use appropriate 
application of instrumental 
colour to support mood and 
character. 

Can demonstrate a variety of 
articulations (legato, 
staccato, spiccato, martelé) 
including grace notes. 

Has a moderately 
accomplished technique 
whilst and displaying 
familiarity with the following 
scales & arpeggios: Vln - Db, 
Eb, F, Cm, C#m, Em, C dom, 
D dom, G chr, A chr, Bb chr 
(2 oct) + G, A, Gm, Am (3 
oct) + Bb dom, G dim, D dim 
(1 oct); Vla - F, A, Bb, Dm, 
Em, F#m, Am, F dom, G dom, 
C chr, D chr, Eb chr (2 oct) + 
C, Cm (3 oct) + Eb dom, C 
dim, G dim (1 oct); Vc - Eb, 
E, Ab, A, Em, Gm, Am, F 
dom, G dom, C chr, C# chr, D 
chr (2 oct) + C (3 oct) + Bb 
dom, C dim, G dim (1 oct); 
Db - Eb, G, F dom, Ab dom, E 
dim, A dim, D chr, Eb chr (1 
oct) + F, Bb, C, Fm, Bbm, Cm 
(12th). 

Can play a variety of 
rhythmic patterns with 
complex time signatures and 
syncopated rhythms. 

Can perform two contrasting 
solo pieces of advancing 
standard, demonstrating the 
above skills with variations in 
pace, volume, rhythm and 
articulation as well as an 
awareness of phrasing. 

 

 

Suggested material Other notes 

 
 

 
Notes for scales/arpeggios: 
 
These are based on the ABRSM syllabi – scales will be varied dependent on the pupil’s 
own board, experience and genre of performance. 
 

 


